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We’re Allsteel.  
Our products and services 
turn insights into action, and 
solutions into lasting success.

Allsteel works to demystify the office 

planning process by helping customers align 

their workplace strategy with their business 

strategy. With an extraordinarily accessible 

team of partners and a highly adaptable 

portfolio of furniture and movable walls, 

Allsteel addresses customers’ needs across  

the entire workplace – today and tomorrow.
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Silver Frame
Task Chair

Contract Price: $1085.84

Charblack Frame
Task Chair

$1085.84

A19-HWS A19-HWB

Task Chair Task Stool Side Chair Four-legged Stool

Contract Price: $601.93 $806.24 $288.49 $429.77

RL-MHW RLS-MHW RLM-MUGO RLC-MUGO
Mesh Back
Task Chair

Task Chair w/  
Leather Jacket

Armless 
Task Chair

Side Chair

Contract Price: $875.77 $1,429.65 $811.75 $350.94

ACM-MUGOAWM-STLNO AWL-STLNO AAM-STLNO

#19 features enhanced ergonomics, including Tria™ 

seat technology, adjustable Plexus™ lumbar system, 

Avatar™ balanced motion, and VenTech™ back 

material. 

Choose from arms or armless. Available in a range of 

upholsteries and finishes.

Mimeo is light-scale and cross-functional. Its 

IntelliForm™ back technology and weight-activated 

motion provide consistent contact as users change 

postures. 

Choose from multiple arm options. Available in a 

range of upholsteries and finishes.

Acuity features intuitive controls and AcuFit® 

ergonomics, which automatically adjust to the user as 

they move throughout the day.

Choose from multiple arm options and optional 

upholstered jacket. Available in a range of upholsteries 

and finishes. Offering includes task and side chair.

Relate features advanced ergonomics, including 

a pivoting back, Quick Tension™ lever, and Body 

Adaptive Control™. 

Choose from multiple arm options, mid- or high-back 

styles, and mesh or upholstered back. Available in a 

range of upholsteries and finishes. Offering includes 

mid- and high-back task chairs and stools, side chair, 

and four-legged stool.

#19 Mimeo

Acuity Relate

Task Chair Armless 
Task Chair

Contract Price: $626.97 $543.89

Task Stool

$751.82

MIW-KWNO MIW-KANO MIS-KWNO
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Contract Price:

Task Chair Task Stool Side Chair Multi-Purpose
Chair

$414.50 $553.88 $239.71 $184.32

CSW-MHHNO CSS-MHHNO CSC-MUGONO CMP-PPCONO

Contract Price:

Mesh Back
Task Chair

Upholstered Back
Task Chair

Armless
Task Chair

Task Stool

$407.35 $510.14 $324.44 $607.01

SCU-MW SCU-UW SCU-MA SCU-SMW

Lyric offers a comprehensive family of seating with a 

clean, streamlined aesthetic. 

Choose from multiple arm options and mid- or high-

back styles. Available in a range of upholsteries and 

finishes. Offering includes task chair and stool, side 

chair, multi-purpose chairs, and large and tall task chair.

Lyric

Scout features intuitive adjustability and durable, high-

quality construction. 

Choose from multiple arm options and suspension 

mesh or upholstered back. Available in a range of 

upholsteries and finishes.

Scout

Access is available in Synchro-tilt or Basic Synchro 

models, with ergonomic features standard on both. 

Choose from multiple arm options, mesh or 

upholstered back. Available in a range of upholsteries 

and finishes.

Access

Quip balances an expressive look with a comfortable 

sit. External lumber available.

Choose from multiple arm options. Available in a 

range of upholsteries and finishes.

Quip

Contract Price:

Mesh Back
Task Stool

ESS-MWNO
Mesh Back
Task Chair

Upholstered Back
Task Chair

Upholstered Back
Task Stool

$431.46 $573.59 $484.76 $617.16

ESW-MWNO ESW-UWNO ESS-UWNO

Contract Price:

Task Chair Task Stool

$288.29 $302.82

STNO STSNO
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People are moving around the workspace to get work 

done, and the conference room or shared bench has 

become the home away from home. But little time is 

spent adjusting the chair for comfort. With intuitive 

controls, automatic weight-activated tension, and 

enhanced, long-term comfort Evo is a task chair for 

wherever and however people work.

Evo

Svelte is a modern, multi-functional office chair that 

brings refined, yet affordable, sophistication across a 

variety of applications. Slim, tailored styling allows Svelte 

to naturally fit within the modern office.

Svelte

Retreat Executive | Conference seating extends 

premium comfort throughout meeting and private 

office spaces with its iconic design known from the 

Retreat lounge collection. The soft, organic shape 

of Retreat speaks to multiple generations of leaders, 

while creating a timeless and cohesive aesthetic that 

does not overwhelm the space or user.

Retreat

Co|Ho is a versatile, lounge chair that supports both 

individual and collaborative work across a wide variety 

of settings. The combined light scale and flexibility offers 

users choice to concentrate or collaborate comfortably.

Co|Ho

Contract Price:

Task Mesh High 
Back Chair

$494.41

DWW-MHWNO

Contract Price:

Mid-Back

$1,020.30

RETECMS

Contract Price:

High Back, Arms, & 
Channel Stitch

$532.54

SVUH-CHLNO

Contract Price:

Co|Ho Tablet Arm

$794.22

CHULNOLDW1
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Trooper offers an unmatched combination of strength, 

comfort, and ergonomic controls.

Choose from arms or armless, mid- or high-back, and 

three control options. Offering includes mid- and high-

back task chairs, task stool, and large and tall task chair.

Trooper

Clarity offers a clean aesthetic and adaptive comfort, 

with a hidden motion recline mechanism. 

Choose from arms or armless and optional upholstered 

jacket. Available in a range of mesh colors and frame 

finishes. Offering includes task, guest, and lounge 

chair options.

Clarity

Featuring ergonomic TriFit™ technology and a reclining 

back, Inspire moves with you to reduce pressure points 

and minimize fatigue. 

Choose from arms or armless, optional back and seat 

cushions, and casters or glides. Offering includes five-

star base task chair and stool, four-legged and sled-

based stacking chairs, four-legged stool, and tablet arm 

stacking chairs.

Inspire

Quickly transform and re-purpose a space with the 

flexible, lightweight Seek chair. It conveniently folds, 

nests, and stacks, freeing up valuable space.

Choose from mesh or polymer back, arms or armless, 

optional seat cushion, and casters or glides. 

Seek

Contract Price:

Mid-Back
Task Chair

High-Back
Task Chair

Large & Tall
Task Chair

Task Stool

$634.65 $680.51 $1,198.74 $613.48

TR-MWK TR-HWK TR-SPR TR-SMWP

Contract Price:

Stacking Chair w/ 
Glides

Tablet Arm 
Stacking Chair

Five-Star
Task Chair

Four-legged 
Stool

$232.65 $319.79 $312.17 $384.51

INST-NGONO INSLT-NAFRSNO INTK-NONO INFS-NGONO

Contract Price:

Task Chair Task Chair w/ 
Leather Jacket

Guest Chair Lounge Chair

$519.82 $667.49 $490.28 $793.69

C5OMFC C5OUFC C4OMFC CLOMFC

Contract Price:

Mesh Back Chair w/ 
Glides

Mesh Back Chair w/
Casters

Polymer Chair w/ 
Glides

Polymer Chair w/ 
Casters

$354.47 $361.24 $265.64 $272.41

K-MUGOSNO K-MUCOSNO K-PPGOSNO K-PPCOSNO
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Multi-functional chair that is lightweight and easy to move. 

Stacks up to 10 high. 

Available in a range of shell and leg colors. Offering 

includes four-legged and sled-based chairs, lounge chair, 

stools, and tables.

Vicinity

Take-5 is a multi-purpose seating solution that stacks up 

to six high. Optional upholstered seat cushion. 

Available in a range of upholsteries and finishes. Offering 

includes sled-based chairs and stools.

Take-5

Tolleson is a versatile chair that stacks up to five high for 

convenient storage. 

Choose from arms or armless, square or keystone back. 

Available in a range of upholsteries and frame finishes.

Tolleson

Nimble offers a contoured, 100% recyclable polymer shell 

and stacks up to 12 high on the floor and 36 high on 

optional cart.

Choose from three glide options. Available in a range of 

colors.

Nimble

Contract Price:

Four-legged Stacking 
Chair

Sled-based
Stacking Chair

Upholstered Back
Lounge Chair

Counter-height Stool

$209.97 $236.82 $865.64 $296.42

CSG-PGANO CSL-PGANO CLG-UGANO CCS-PGANO

Contract Price:

Square Back Chair Armless Square Back 
Chair

Keystone Back Chair Armless Keystone 
Back Chair

$252.45 $229.71 $252.45 $229.71

T-SLOP T-SLAP T-KLOP T-KLAP

Contract Price:

Stacking Chair Stacking Chair w/ 
Seat Pad

Stool Stool w/ 
Seat Pad

$547.74 $634.73 $584.26 $671.25

S927WWS S927WCS S927SWS S927SCS

Contract Price:

Stacking Chair

$87.02

NMBL-1FC
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Contract Price:

Two Seat 
Bench

$493.92

ASI-HHCB21
Guest Chair

$411.99

ASI-HHCG11

The Soothe Collection features seating and tables that 

have a calming influence on healthcare environments. All 

elements are designed to maximize overall comfort, while 

providing rugged durability and allowing for easier cleaning 

and maintenance.

Soothe
Versant tandem seating features durable construction that's ideal 

for intensive, multi-shift use. Options include two- and three-seat 

tandem seating (with optional center arms), two-seat tandem 

seating with center table, and benches-all warranted for users up 

to 350 lbs. A bariatric chair is designed for users up to 500 lbs.

Versant

Bariatric Chair

$517.44

ASI-HHCG50
High Back

 Patient Chair

$459.42

ASI-HHCP1

Contract Price:

Three Seat 
Bench

$858.48

ASI-HHB03
Guest Chair

$509.21

ASI-HHCT01
Bariatric Chair

$762.05

ASI-HHCB50
Two Seat 

Guest Chair

$889.06

ASI-HHCT02
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Strong and distinct presence. Unassuming and 

underplayed nature. Tia is refined design that 

celebrates simplicity. Its wooden frame embraces 

and cradles the continuous seat. Pitch and tapered 

legs bring a subtle elegance. With Tia in the room, 

conversation flows.   

Slim lines. Seamless appearance. Camille offers 

an uncomplicated approach to guest seating. 

Complementary to nearly any design style and any 

environment. It’s in it for the long haul.

Minimalist lines. Refined details. Award-winning 

design. Savor is at home with any workplace setting. 

Its crisp design is attractively complemented by equal 

measures of comfort and versatility, just what you’d 

expect from understated class.

Calia bridges the gap between the classic and the 

modern. The beautiful steam bent back juxtaposed to 

the severe angle of the back leg signals the dynamic 

shift of Gunlocke’s brand; harkening to the past with 

traditional craftsmanship and a forward movement 

toward the future.

Tia Camille

Savor Calia

Guest Chair

Contract Price: $580.50

GGJA14-011
Guest Chair

Contract Price: $866.36

GGCAL17-011 

Full Back Half Back

Contract Price: $459.76 $459.76

GK21001 GK21003

Side Chair Armless

Contract Price: $442.73

Bar Height Stool

$546.96

GGHB17-071 GMBH17-011 
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Simplicity, scale, and materiality marries a very thin 

sculptured aesthetic while keeping comfort in mind. 

Geneva swivel can blend seamlessly or stand out in a 

space.

Especially thin profile. Deeply sculpted support. 

Genesee truly reflects the balance between modern 

design sensibility and Gunlocke heritage. With a clean 

silhouette and concealed cushioning, it’s all you need 

and nothing you don’t

Formal, executive environments. Casual, touchdown 

spaces. Award-winning Avoca blends effortlessly in 

any environment. Personalize it to suit your space. 

Mid-back or high-back. Armless or armed. Swivel or 

synchro tilt control. Avoca delivers the ultimate in 

comfort.

The LIV seating collection shines with strikingly 

clean styles, in all its forms. From sculpted veneers 

and woodgrain laminates to invitingly touchable 

upholstery, the array of options delights your 

imagination.

Geneva Genesee

Avoca LIV

Executive High Back 
with Arms

Fixed Base

Contract Price: $950.47 $1,053.67

GSRA16-031 GSRA16-131J
Executive Mid back

Contract Price: $596.50

Executive High Back 
Tight Cushion

$779.16

GSGNV17-071 GSGNV17-031 

Standard Height 
Armless

Contract Price: $277.50

GMLIV19-012
Guest Chair with 

Arms

$534.06

GGLIV19-021
Bar Height

Upholstered Stool

$557.80

GMLIV19-043
Counter Height 

Upholstered Stool

$542.32

GMLIV19-033

Armless Task Chair

Contract Price: $830.76

GSHA15-011
High Back Executive

$938.60

GSHA15-031
Mid back

$739.94

GSHA15-041
Mid back Armless

$710.02

GSHA15-021
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Whether modern or classic, Molti always presents the 

right amount of style. The Moderne arm, in wood 

or polypropylene, has a refined, contemporary look. 

The wood scroll of the Classic arm reflects a more 

traditional aesthetic. Choose fully upholstered, all 

wood, or a combination of both. Molti fits within 

every space.

Modern elegance. Inviting comfort. Trillia is as 

beautiful as it is functional. Made of solid ash with a 

polished aluminum hoop near the base. Personalize 

it to suit your space. Choose from a solid wood or 

upholstered top. Go for bar-height, counter-height 

or standard-height. Trillia is never complicated and 

always elegant. A mastery of simplicity in design.

Sleek, clean design. Surprising and delightful comfort. 

Convo is a tailored yet versatile solution for anywhere 

in the office. A welcoming seat for spontaneous 

collaboration. 

Mixed use. Mixed materials. Metta evolved from 

a sketch of a simple, steam-bent wood chair into 

an upscale seating option for any environment. 

Private offices. Lobbies. Collaborative work spaces. 

It combines a sleek metal frame with wood and 

upholstery, lending subtle lines and curves to every 

space it inhabits. Metta is made to be made your own.

Molti Trillia

Convo Metta

Counter Height
Wood

Contract Price: $782.77

GMLA15-051
Guest Chair

Contract Price: $658.42

GGWA16-011

Standard Height 
Upholstered Pad

Bar Height Wood 
Seat

Contract Price: $503.10 $547.99

GMQA16-071 GMQA16-021
Armless Guest Chair

Contract Price: $340.56

Moderne Arm

$397.32

GK9903N GK9901P
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Club Chair Club Plus 
Chair

Three-Seat
Sofa

$1,550.86 $1,658.26 $2,624.86

CLCNO CLCPNO CLSNO

Contract Price:

Contract Price:

Medium Height w/
Seating & Consoles

Medium Height w/
Media Wall

$9,820.12 $10,894.10

GA70MCOUHPNO GA70MMCUNO
High Height w/ 

Seating & Consoles
High Height w/ 

Media Wall

$10,943.50 $11,970.80

GA70HCOUHPNO GA70HMCUNO

Create a room within a room to encourage collaboration 

with visual privacy provided by mesh screens. 

Choose from a broad range of surface, seating, and 

power options. Available in two heights.

Clubhouse

Sophisticated design with refined aesthetics and 

functional details like an optional arm sleeve. 

Available in a broad range of upholsteries and 

finishes. Offering includes club and club plus chairs, 

sofa, and tables.

Parallel

Swivel base allows users to choose how they want 

to work. Turn towards each other for collaboration, 

or turn away and enjoy the privacy provided by the 

large upper shell. 

Available in a variety of upholsteries and finishes 

with the option to specify different fabrics for the 

seat and shell.

Reflect

Linger features a swivel base, self-center mechanism, and 

a back designed for leaning and perching on. 

Available in a range of upholsteries and finishes, with the 

option to specify different fabrics for the seat and sides.

Linger

Contract Price:

Reflect Chair

$2,772.53

GAWRP

Contract Price:

Linger Chair

$1,179.79

S924BT
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Contract Price:

2-Tier
Unit

3-Tier
Unit

Inside Corner
Unit

Outside Corner
Unit

$1,319.95 $1,455.27 $1,758.68 $1,758.68

S922S2T S922S3T S922S2TIC S922S2TOC

Mind-Share benches and screens can easily create micro-

environments such as booths, banquettes, and mini-rooms 

to fit your needs.

Choose from various screen heights and lengths. Available 

in a range of upholsteries.

Mind-Share

Rise provides a unique and comfortable gathering area 

inspired by stadium seating.

Choose from two- or three-tier units, straight or corner, 

optional metal tray, and power option. Available in a 

range of upholsteries, with the option to specify different 

fabrics for the fronts and sides.

Rise

Picnic seating is inclusive and comfortable while 

also being lightweight. Minimalistic look and 

feel ensures it can fit in any work environment.

Picnic

The Hi and Lo Settees of the Park Collection provide 

the right amount of comfort and privacy while 

also promoting productivity. Park ensures there is a 

comfortable place to meet, wait, or work.

Park

Contract Price:

52" Bench w/ 
Bolster & Screen

52" Bench w/ 
Bolster 

52" Bench

$2,058.86 $1,716.25 $960.69

S925B52F52 S925B52BOL S925B52

Contract Price:

Bench

$537

ACPICBU
Summit Stool

$349.05

ACPERU

Contract Price:

Lo Solo

$1,074

NALS
Hi Settee

$2,309.10

NAHD
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Clean contours and inviting comfort enable Ciji 

to present your personality with exceptional 

performance. Available in an array of models — mid- 

and low-back; one, two or three seats; wood or metal 

trim — Ciji embodies style and adaptability. Ottomans 

and benches complete this versatile collection.

Elegant design, inviting comfort. Iris offers a place for 

individual work, a collaborative setting or a companion 

to conventional lounges. The natural, sculptural 

form, with a residential feel is available in polished 

aluminum, four-star return to center base, turned 

maple or ash legs and ottoman. In addition, Iris can be 

specified in both a single and dual upholstery.

Ciji

Iris

Two Seat Low Back 
with Arms

Contract Price: $1,683.71

Mid back Three Seat 
with Arms

$2,180.10

GK1101-2W GK1111-3W

Four Star BaseFour Leg Base Four Leg Base 
Ottoman

Contract Price: $1,551.61$1,551.61 $626.42

Four Star Base 
Ottoman

$626.42

GLIRS17-011GLIR17-051 GLIRS17-071 GLIRS17-031 

Geometric shapes. Rounded edges. Soft cushions. Approachable in style and 

adaptable in function. Calm easily blends in any environment. Bringing harmony to 

every space with limitless configurations and timeless aesthetic.

Calm

Single Seat with 
Arms

Contract Price: $1,491.24

Two Seat with Arms

$1,954.61

GLGB17-011 GLGB7-052
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Contract Price:

Double Single Ottoman

$1,611 $1,074 $698.10

ACVISDLS/RS ACVISSLS/RS ACVISOTS

Conceived as a set of uniquely adaptable components, 

Recharge can be easily arranged into a diverse array of 

solo, team, and common applications, complemented 

by thoughtfully designed details to promote worker 

choice, autonomy, and collaboration.

Recharge

Increased individual and group activities carried out 

in modern, shared spaces require a certain degree 

of flexibility, privacy, and functionality. The Townhall 

Collection, with products like Peak, creates sought-

after, active enclaves that support multiple work modes 

and the changing postures necessary for individual or 

team work. Peak is a collection of mobile and modular 

furniture – comprised of a chaise, chair, ottoman, and 

tables – that effortlessly creates agile work areas.

Peak

Increased individual and group activities carried out 

in modern, shared spaces require a certain degree of 

flexibility, privacy, and functionality. The Townhall™ 

Collection, with products like Wedge, create sought-

after, active enclaves that support multiple work modes 

and the changing postures necessary for individual or 

team work. Wedge is a multi-purpose, soft-seating 

solution that provides privacy and signals occupancy for 

individuals seeking solitude in shared spaces.

Wedge

Increased individual and group activities carried 

out in modern, shared spaces require a certain 

degree of flexibility, privacy, and functionality. The 

Townhall Collection, with products like Rock, create 

sought-after, active enclaves that support multiple 

work modes and the changing postures necessary 

for individual or team work. Celebrating fidget 

behavior, Rock’s unique shape supports an upright 

posture preferred for work with a rocking base that 

encourages action and motion.

Rock

Contract Price:

Wedge

$1,181.40

ACWEDS

Contract Price: $912.90

ACEGUS

Contract Price:

Double Seat Bench Double Seat Bench 
w/ left-handed 

bolster

Round Pouf

$1,479.97 $1,424.12 $276.56

MLM4 MLM9 MLM20
Double Seat Bench

$2,206

MLM8
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Stride®

Approach™

Involve®

Cadence®

 Silea™

Credentials™

Private Office

*Prices reflect typicals shown.
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Approach provides a portfolio of modular options that 

inspires you to rethink how the private office can be 

designed to address today’s needs, change over time, and 

even serve more than one purpose. 

Sit-to-stand worksurfaces enable users to vary their posture 

throughout the day, with the height-adjustable legs 

concealed within a shroud or pedestal storage.

Approach offers a to-the-floor base or a lighter-scale 

footed design. Choose from a variety of solid and 

woodgrain laminate colors, numerous fabrics for 

tackboards and pedestal seat cushions, and multiple 

storage pull styles. Approach offers a mix of materials to 

support your design vision.

Approach
Stride is a comprehensive collection of surfaces, storage, 

and traditional and light-scale space division that creates 

productive and inspiring workspaces that support different 

tasks and worker generations.

A flexible kit-of-parts works together throughout the entire 

office to respond to changing needs, from traditional 

panel-based workstations to high-performance private 

offices with complementary storage and desking options.  

Stride offers great design for a variety of workers, and for 

changing business needs. In addition to desking, Stride 

also offers panels, benching, and storage.

Stride

Involve's modular design brings everything together to 

accommodate all the different ways work gets done, from 

private office to open plan and beyond. It incorporates 

soft seating to encourage spontaneous interaction, 

laminate storage options that support active work, and 

worksurfaces and screens that define space and create 

varied separation. 

Beautiful, durable laminate storage options define 

private office space, whether you prefer a traditional 

style or a more progressive look. Choose from a variety 

of worksurface sizes and shapes, as well as table legs, 

stanchions, and supports to help you design solutions that 

accommodate a range of work styles and aesthetics. 

Involve
Cadence offers freestanding desks, credenzas, and 

storage for unlimited versatility in a private office setting. 

Its modular flexibility lets you personalize any environment 

and accommodate a range of needs with a variety of 

worksurface shapes, multiple worksurface edges, and 

a complete paint finish and laminate offering. Plus, it's 

compatible with Concensys, Allsteel storage solutions, 

and Extensions work tools.

Durable, long-lasting, heavy-gauge steel construction and 

metal-to-metal connection points make installation and 

reconfiguration reliable and easy.

Cadence

Contract Price: $5,894.19 Contract Price: $4,085.86

Contract Price: $4,994.29 Contract Price: $3,549.81
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The finely tailored architecture of Credentials Casegoods 

delivers a distinctive statement, not just about the private 

office, but about the person sitting behind the desk. A 

Credentials private office embodies status, confidence and

luxury without being trendy or pretentious. It is furniture 

refined, rather than redefined.

Credentials Casegoods focuses on the refinement of 

everyday needs to improve the user experience for the 

professional services customer. Key features include

convenient, accessible wire management, integrated height 

adjustable solutions, enhanced performance hardware and

appropriately scaled components that embody

a tailored experience in the private office.

Credentials

Contract Price: $12,292.28

Silea began with you: how you sit, move, work, adjust, 

and think. Innovative materials create a streamlined 

profile that is supportive, reduces pressure and fatigue, 

and regulates body temperature.

Silea

Contract Price: $4,902.04
per office per office
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Stride®

Further™

Terrace®

Optimize™

Concensys®

Workstations

*Prices reflect typicals shown.
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Adapt quickly and easily to workplace changes with 

Further’s intuitive kit-of-parts of. Its unique hub 

provides power and data support and can be beam-

connected or freestanding. Create and combine linear 

or organic configurations using trapezoid and rectangle 

worksurface shapes.

Choose from a range of storage options, worksurface 

sizes and shapes, screen types and materials, storage, 

and other various design options. Available in a variety 

of paint colors and screen materials, including glass and 

user-movable fabric screens.

Integrated height-adjustable workstations available with 

Further Adaptive.

Further

Contract Price: $1,833.95

Stride is well-suited for a flexible, collaborative 

environment. It fosters collaboration by eliminating 

barriers to teamwork, supports users who spend the 

majority of their day away from their workspace, 

and can be scaled to meet the needs of a variety of 

workers.

Stride features unique storage, a range of separation 

options, and exceptionally easy access to power. It 

blends cohesively with the full Stride offering to create 

a beautiful, functional space. In addition to benching, 

Stride also offers panels, desking, and storage.

Integrated height-adjustable workstations available 

with Stride Sit-to-Stand.

Stride Benching

Contract Price: $2,824.90
per station per station
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Stride is a comprehensive collection of surfaces, storage, 

and traditional and light-scale space division that creates 

productive and inspiring workspaces that support 

different tasks and worker generations.

A flexible kit-of-parts works together throughout 

the entire office to respond to changing needs, from 

traditional panel-based workstations to high-performance 

private offices with complementary storage and desking 

options.  

Stride offers great design for a variety of workers, and 

for changing business needs. In addition to panels, Stride 

also offers desking, benching, and storage.

Stride

From open, light-scale collaborative work settings 

with lower panels to more private spaces with higher 

panels, Terrace delivers. Power and data are located at 

worksurface height, so it’s easy to plug in and connect.

Choose from a range of storage, worksurface sizes and 

shapes, panel heights and widths, tiles, and various 

design options, including footed panels. Integrates with 

Involve storage and soft seating, Aware tables, and more 

to create a cohesive floorplan. Available in a variety of 

paint colors and panel materials, including frameless 

glass.

Terrace

Outfit faculty offices, create teaming areas, replace a 

reception desk, or add new administrative spaces with 

Optimize. Panels feature a welded steel frame for long-

lasting durability, while design options provide for an 

updated aesthetic.

Choose from a broad range of storage options, 

worksurface sizes and shapes, framed or frameless 

panel glass, and various design options. Coordinates 

with other products, such as Essentials storage, Cadence 

desking, and more for applications throughout the 

office. Available in a variety of paint colors and panel 

materials, including frameless glass.

Optimize

The Concensys panel system unifies the essential 

elements of systems furniture in one high-value, best-

in-class package. It delivers exceptional quality at an 

attractive price and will retain its structural integrity 

through multiple reconfigurations and extended use. 

Concensys features thin-profile panels, multiple options 

for fabrics and finishes, and thoughtful, functional 

details. With all-metal construction, ease of specification 

and installation, and quick-ship delivery options, 

Concensys offers the best price-to-performance ratio of 

any comparable system in its class.

Concensys

Contract Price: $18,846.05 Contract Price: $2,120.42

Contract Price: $2,342.76 Contract Price: $2,270.97

per four pack per station

per station per station
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Essentials™

Align™

Park™

Radii™

Storage
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Mobile 
Pedestal

Three Drawer
Lateral File

Personal
Tower

Contract Price: $238.70 $547.23 $782.94

PM119-232I ELF336NB ET42424RFFA
Mobile

Pedestal
Low Metal
Credenza

Single 
Locker

Double
Locker

Contract Price: $266.95 $873.30 $516.62 $498.20

YPPM211524BFMA YPCTF224824LBFOMH YPWTBS501218LH YPDWBS571218LMH

Essentials is a complete offering of full-steel practical filing and storage solutions. It integrates 

seamlessly with panel systems and complements a range of interior designs. Essentials storage offers 

convenience, capacity, and durability with features like ball-bearing drawer suspension, full-steel 

construction, and choices in pull styles and paint colors.

Choose from laterals, pedestals, personal files, bookcases, overheads, and personal towers that meet 

almost any need. Available in a range of paint colors.

Essentials
Align storage makes a strong aesthetic statement while offering you great design flexibility. Behind 

the beauty you'll find storage products designed to handle the everyday demands of the productive 

office with double-wall drawer fronts, heavy-duty, European door hinges, and the extra durability of 

all-metal construction. 

Choose from a wide selection of credenzas, pedestals, lockers, and personal towers. Then dress up 

drawer or door fronts with a range of material choices. Available in a wide range of paint colors and 

finish options.

Align
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Flush Undermount 
Door

Contract Price: $180.71

AUFH15N
High Planter

Contract Price: $451.08

HAHP

Radii is a unique offering of metal storage pedestals and undermounts, plus work tools designed 

to accommodate personal items alongside office items. As the shift towards digital documentation 

becomes more prevalent, the space that’s freed up inside storage units is occupied with workers’ 

personal belongings. Radii addresses the need to stow, rather than store, in a compact, space-

efficient design that allows people to stay productive and connected to their work.

Radii
Park Planters by Norm Architects provide storage and greenery in the 

workspace. The non-traditional space division provides open aesthetic 

while promoting wellness at work.

Park
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Altitude®

Parallel™

Recharge™

Aware®

Harvest™

Recharge™

Structure™

Briefing™ 

Saranac™

Letchworth™

Tables & Collaboration

Parallel™

Belong®

Transfer™

View™

Sketch™ 

Picnic™ 

Park™ 

Silea™ Media Wall 
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Altitude height-adjustable tables raise and lower as the 

push of a button, so you can easily adjust your worksurface 

and change postures throughout the workday. Memory 

control option allows users to save multiple heights for 

quick adjustment.

Choose from standard or memory controls, C- or T-leg, and 

multiple worksurface sizes and shapes.

Altitude

Light-scale and durable tables with a wide offering of 

design options. Choose from a range of legs, edges, sizes, 

finishes, optional modesty panel, ganging brackets, power 

options, and casters or glides. Available in fixed, folding, 

and flip-top. 

Offering includes tables, recycle and storage credenzas, 

mobile and wall-mounted marker boards, lectern, and 

mobile tack boards.

Aware

Base:
Top:

24" x 72" Mobile 
Nesting T-Leg Table

24" x 72" Fixed 
V-Leg Table

Recycle 
Credenza

Mobile
Lectern

Contract Price: $502.93 $618.97 $2,248.90 $1,303.01

AW4WC5720 AW4LECTAW2VMPC
AW3LF2472V

AW2TS24N72C
AW3LF2472T

add $48.50 add $54.22Memory Control:

48" x 24" T-Leg
Basic Control

$659.50

A6REC2S2LTF
AF5RS4824

48" x 24" C-Leg 
Basic Control

$659.50

A6REC2S2LCF
AF5RS4824

Contract Price:

Base:
Top:

Inspired by gathering spaces where people talk and share, 

like the dining room table or coffee area in the workplace, 

Harvest is a table offered in a variety of sizes with power 

and data capability. 

Choose from classic, rustic, and metal options in standing 

or seated heights. Available in a range of finishes.

Harvest

Parallel side and coffee tables adapt to a variety of 

spaces. From reception areas to collaborative spaces, 

Parallel accommodates different functions while 

maintaining a consistent aesthetic. 

Choose from side or coffee table. Offering includes club 

and club plus chairs and sofa.

Parallel

Contract Price:

22" x 22" Side 
Table

52" x 22" Coffee
Table

$617.55 $792.08

CLSTL CLCTL

42" x 72" Seated 
Height Classic Table

42" x 72" Standing 
Height Classic Table

42" x 72" Standing 
Height Metal Table

42" x 72" Standing 
Height Rustic Table

Contract Price: $2,606.06 $2,743.53 $2,334.88 $2,660.84

Base:
Top:

S913LPB4229
S913LTS4272

S913LPB4242
S913LTS4272 S943LTST4272NP S942LTST4272
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Contrasting natural textures. Interlocking joinery. Smoothed transitions.

Echoing the simplicity of American Arts & Crafts, Saranac is crafted to blend 

beautifully in every setting

Saranac

54" Round Table

Contract Price: $2,725

GYATBRD54

Choose Parsons, Picnic, Miter or Workbench. No matter how you make it 

yours, Letchworth feels like home at work. Shared spaces designed to inspire 

collaboration—and innovation. 

Letchworth

Bar Heght

Contract Price: $2,763.70

Standard Height

$3,179.59

GBBTRT42H4272 GMBTRT29H3072
36" Rectangular 

Table

$2,092.90

GYATBRT3672
Counter Height

$4,009.32

GABTRT36H4284
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Base:
Top:

AMPTCL4
AMPTLF60RND

60" Round
Table

60" Square
Table

48" x 96" Rectangle
Table

$952.17 $940.02 $990.20

AMPTCL4
AMPTLF60SQR

AMPTCL4
AMPTLF4896RE

AMPTPS29M
AMPTLFPO36RND

AMPTPS26L
AMPTLFPO36RND

AMPTPS29M
AMPTLFPO36SQR

36" Seated Height
Round Table

36" Seated Height 
Square Table

36" Café Height
Round Table

$418.26 $399.45 $495.48

Structure, a versatile new collection of tables, addresses the need for adaptable functionality 

and specification flexibility throughout the entire office floorplan. In sizes large to small, 

Structure tables are interchangeable for use in multiple areas within a single workspace, from 

the traditional meeting room to the open office touchdown, from the co-working space to 

the C-suite. The combination of rich details, durable design, and clean forms create natural 

settings for gathering while elevating both office culture and environment. A variety of 

table top shapes, edges, bases and finishes ensure a consistent and contemporary aesthetic 

throughout a single space.

Structure

Base:
Top:

48" Round
Table

48" Soft Square 
Table

30" x 60" Boat
Table

54" x 60" Powered 
View™ Table

$749.11 $1,170.11 $999.60

AMPTPR29M
AMPTLKPO48RND

AMPTPR29M
AMPTLKPO48SSQR

AMPTPR29M
AMPTLK3060BT

S914G29L + S914CWL*
S914LFM6054PS

$749.11

Base:
Top:

Contract Price:

Contract Price:

Contract Price:
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Briefing is a comprehensive collection of conference, 

collaboration, training, and occasional tables that offers 

choice in application, finishes, and styles. The product 

line supports a spectrum of technology needs and 

provides overall pricing flexibility. Briefing allows for a 

"custom" and complementary workspace, supporting 

a variety of individual and group work needs utilizing a 

single table line.

Briefing

GG2MDISC18-LD
GD2TRD36-GN

36" Round
Table

$1,447.38

GD2EXBS120-B
GD2TRT4272-L

GD2MBAW84-W
GD2MTT424884-W

72" Standard Height 
Laminate Table

Height-Adjustable 
Media Table

$3,013,96 $9,024.32

GD2MBTW84-W
GD2MTT424884-W

Bar Height Media 
Table

$4,843.69

Base:
Top:

Contract Price:
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Mobile
Marker Board

Contract Price: $966.06

S929P

Spun-aluminum occasional tables offer support for 

small-group meeting areas and collaborative spaces. The 

hourglass sculpted shape provides ample legroom for 

users to get close and use as a work table. 

Choose from side or coffee table. Available in a range of 

finishes with multiple top options.

Belong

Transfer tables are lightweight and easy to move. 

The unique, slender base design allows you to 

pull the table close while leaving room to tuck 

your feet comfortably underneath.

Choose from oval or trapezoid shapes in a range 

of finishes.

Transfer

View is a double-sided storage credenza with space for 

a TV or monitor (up to 42") on one side and a marker 

board on the other. 

Storage includes a slide-open top for quick access to 

power and data. Pairs well with All-Around™ tables.

View

Sketch is a mobile marker board, supporting easy 

movement from space to space. Use it as a marker 

board, a magnetic board, or attach the removable 

hooks to hang a flipchart to capture notes on paper. An 

optional magnetic tray holds markers and erasers for 

easy access.

Available in a range of finishes.

Sketch

Laminate
Credenza

Laminate Media 
Credenza

Veneer Media 
Credenza

Contract Price: $2,051.34 $2,979.28 $4,108.05

S91OC48L S910MT48L S910MT48W

Oval
Table

Trapezoid
Table

Contract Price: $475.78 $492.43

S911TSRL S911TSTL

Side
Table

Coffee
Table

Contract Price: $637.42 $659.97

S912B2116 S912B1632
S912T16G S912T32L

Base:
Top:
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High Table

Contract Price: $805.50

ACPICT

Park introduces new ways to create active work zones 

in sought-after, open collaborative areas through 

varied heights and table levels.

Park

Companies are shifting away from more traditional 

panel walls in search of options lighter in scale that 

don’t sacrifice the benefits of private workstations. 

The result is a more collaborative and agile work 

environment that responds to the changing needs 

of business.

A8

Recharge can be easily arranged into a diverse array of 

solo, team, and common applications, complemented 

by thoughtfully designed details to promote worker 

choice, autonomy, and collaboration. 

Reconfigurability allows one application to transform 

into another as the needs of an organization change.

Recharge

Picnic standing-height table turns underutilized, out-

of-the-way spaces into agile touchdown areas for 

personal or team work. The lightweight design allows 

Picnic to be located throughout the space wherever 

work is happening.

Picnic

Connector Table Laptop Table

Contract Price: $1,100.85 $306.09

MLM16 MLM18

24" x 60" Flat Edge 
Table

Screen

Contract Price: $1,386.85 $447.73

FDTA6024FE FDSCU60K

Hi Lo Casual Table Easel

Contract Price: $779.19 $805.50

NALC NAESL
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Silea began with you: how you sit, move, work, adjust, and think. 

Innovative materials create a streamlined profile that is supportive, 

reduces pressure and fatigue, and regulates body temperature.

Lounge Level Media Unit

Media Wall

Contract Price: $3,042.34

GLMMH466-WW
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Link™

Wand™

Monitor Arms

Keyboard Supports

Organization Tools

Accessories
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Wand LED adjustable task lighting offers a clean, 

simple design along with powerful LED technology to 

illuminate the workspace. The swivel base and arm tilt 

allow you to position the light just where you need it, 

while the LED light offers energy efficiency and long 

life. The slim, sleek design makes it easy to integrate 

into any workplace.

Available in white or silver finish.

Wand

Link LED lighting is the fusion of high style, high 

performance, and sustainable design. The playful lamp 

head offers 180° movement for natural and precise 

adjustments. High-power LEDs deliver a bright light 

output while staying cool.

Choose from single- or dual-arm and freestanding or 

clamp base. Rail clamp option details on page 45.

Link

The Pivot Series monitor arms provide versatile adjustability 

with a refined design. The arms offer multiple points of 

adjustment, including 360° swivel at two points, with the 

flexibility to customize the depth, height, tilt, and lateral 

placement of the monitor.

Choose from single- or dual-monitor arms, heavy duty 

arms, and clamp or rail mount base.

Pivot Monitor Arms

Our keyboard supports include an articulating arm 

and keyboard platform that easily adjust to coordinate 

properly with your chair, your workstation, and your 

body. Our slimmer profile designs don't interfere with 

needed leg space under the workstation.

Our CPU hammock offers a slim look and feel while still 

supporting your necessary technology.

Technology Support

Silver Finish
Light

Contract Price: $161.20

WANDFS
Heavy Duty 

Single-Monitor Arm
Dual-Monitor

Arm
Dual-Monitor
Crossbar Arm

Contract Price: $260.40 $305.04 $359.60

AMASHD AMASD AMADHD

Single-Arm
Light

Dual-Arm
Light

Contract Price: $258.42 $274.78

LNKSA LNKDA
CPU Hammock Compact Keyboard 

Support

Contract Price: $136.40 $190.96

ACPU1 AKTSHORT

Single-Monitor 
Arm

$154.75

AMASTS
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Extensions accessories include organizational tools, including 

paper management solutions, to remove clutter form the 

worksurface and help keep individuals organized. It’s easy to 

manage clutter with bins, caddies, shelves, and holders that 

can be rearranged as needs change. 

Choose from freestanding or options that hang from the tool 

tile or rail.

Organizational Tools

Mail Box Folder Holder Phone Caddy Binder Bin

Contract Price: $28.64 $29.33 $36.15 $28.64

Tool Box Clip Caddy™ Sidebar™ 
Personal Shelf

Paper Wave™

Contract Price: $23.19 $20.46 $29.33 $40.92

Gripper Clip (2 ct.) Link™ Light W/S 
Bench Clamp

Contract Price: $29.33 $41.66

Tool Options

Tool Tile and Rail

Tool tile and rail options provide sturdy aluminum extrusions 

with steel support construction and durable powder-coat finish. 

Tool tile works with all Allsteel systems except Concensys® and 

Optimize™, which offer an integrated tool rail.

Available in a variety of colors to complement the workstation.

EAPT EAFS EATS EABS

EADH EAAC EAPS EASS

EAPC LNKCL
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Healthcare Fabrics

Moxie

Parker

Contourett

In Season

Materiality
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Healthcare Fabrics
Moxie Parker

Flint Mica

Hazel

Terracotta

Concrete

Plum Blackberry

Chartreuse Chartreuse

Pineapple

Hemp

Mulberry

Bayou Kiln

Lime Lime

Walnut

Chalk

Punch

Barnwood

Hickory

Holly Holly

Peacock MinkRiverstone Magnesium

Thicket Thicket

Biscotti

Parchment

Cherry

Russet

Earlgrey

Fawn

Basalt Basalt

Kelly Kelly

Tangerine

Fatigue

Jam

Bonsai Bonsai Bonsai

Smokestack Cumulus

Lemongrass Lemongrass

Cumin

Coconut

Macintosh

Cinnamon

Carob

Blarney BlarneyEvergreen

Elysian GraphiteBlueberry DominoCobalt MagnetDragonfly Fossil

Content:  100% Vinyl

Grade:   3

Use Case:  Waiting rooms, patient rooms

Additional Features: Proposition 65 compliant

   No added flame retardants – AB 2998 compliant

   No added antimicrobials

   Phthalate-free

   Denim transfer resistant

Content:  100% Polyurethane

Grade:   3

Use Case:  Waiting rooms

Additional Features: Proposition 65 compliant

   No added flame retardants – AB 2998 compliant

   No added antimicrobials

   HHI compliant

   Ink and denim resistant
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Contourett In Season

Crypton

Beach Limestone

Steel FireOcean

Flame

Crater Smoke

Marine Blue Jay Lake

Pumpkin

Trunk TundraBuff Silver

Cloud JungleSage

Iron

Navy

Red

Safari Lead

NimbusBaltic Ocean

Luggage

Black

Bordeaux

Taupe GraphiteStorm

Coffee Bean

Quarry Black

Content:  100% Polyurethane

Grade:   1

Use Case:  Waiting rooms

Additional Features: Proposition 65 compliant

   No added flame retardants – AB 2998 compliant

Content:  100% Vinyl

Grade:   3

Use Case:  Waiting rooms, patient rooms

Additional Features: Proposition 65 compliant

   No added flame retardants – AB 2998 compliant

   No added antimicrobials

   Phthalate-free

   Denim transfer resistant

View the Crypton Line at CFStinson.com  →

https://cfstinson.com/Finishes/Samples.jsp?lid=1001#self
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About Premier

Premier Inc. (NASDAQ: PINC) is a healthcare improvement company uniting an alliance of 
approximately 4,100 U.S. hospitals and health systems and more than 200,000 other providers 
and organizations.

As an industry leader, Premier has created one of the most comprehensive databases of 
actionable data, clinical best practices and efficiency improvement strategies.

Our award-winning and revolutionary technologies enable our members to collaborate more 
easily and efficiently. Our goal is to improve our members’ quality outcomes, while safely 
reducing costs. By engaging members and revealing new opportunities, we empower the 
alliance to improve the performance of healthcare organizations, helping them do what they 
do best, Heal First™.

Named one of the World’s Most Ethical Companies® 13 years in a row, we are well-equipped 
to help health systems thrive. Premier. Transforming Healthcare Together.

There are no fees, minimums or obligations to participate!

To register or for more information, please visit https://www.premierinc.com/.
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